
 

TRANS PATIENT ZERO 

Reality Matters, ADULT HUMAN FEMALE documentary, launched December, 2022, with a preview 
at University of Edinburgh, Scotland. The mostly female potential audience was thwarted from 
viewing by a mob of angry, aggressive men pretending to be women, preventing actual women from 
seeing this calm, factual, interview style video. Regardless, the video has been viewed online more 
than 24,000 times on Vimeo and 59,000 times on YouTube. 

The video intent was to simply illustrate that the minuscule number of genuine gender dysphorics 
desiring equal rights and protection was being usurped by a large activist group of male, sexual 
abusers, pedophiles and perverts who’s paradox seems to be that they want both sexual access to 
women, whilst actually hating women, and desiring to decimate women’s rights, replacing them with 
trans rights. This “transgender”activism being done in the name-of-gay and endorsed and condoned 
by the “LGBTQAI+” lobby. 

Despite being an excellent documentary, it is excessively long, poorly edited and naturally focuses 
on U.K. politics, especially the socialist Labour Party, which seems to have abandoned women’s 
rights for woke anything. Meaning, not really a great commutation vehicle for an American 
audience. 

Claiming Fair Use under the 17 USC 107-SEC. 107 limitations on copyright infringement, the ADULT 
HUMAN FEMALE video has been edited for an American audience and now includes other 
pertinent voices to clearly understand where this gender ideology virus originated; thus the TRANS 
PATIENT ZERO. 

Here are some of the most important take-aways: 

The “T” in the Title: The clandestine T for “transgender” is identified by LGB activist, Belissa Cohen, 
to have intruded into the self-labeled LGB, (lesbian, gay and bisexual,) on 27th May, 2014 and by 
author, Simon Edge around the same time when Stonewall U.K. ‘gay’ charity changed their 
leadership. Belissa Cohen personally observed the allowed intrusion of male, transsexual prostitutes 
to do full ablutions in the women-only bathrooms at the LGB Center in Los Angeles. Essentially, no 
one was paying attention. 

Usurping Rights: The often cited comparison of “transgender rights” with the Women’s Rights 
movement and Gay Liberation Front demands of the 1960s and 1970s is debunked absolutely by 
asserting at no time in human history as one marginalized group demanded that they gain their 
rights by usurping the rights of another oppressed group. The loudest and ugliest voices demanding 
the right to gain access to girls and women’s spaces where girls and women are their most 
vulnerable; where they are undressing. LGB demanded a place in society not for society to become 
a gay society. Transexuals, under the guise of Gender Ideology, are insisting that society change 
language, ignore biology and science and claiming that their self identification fantasy equals fact. 

Favored Fetish: What has clearly been revealed is that the quest for “transgender” civil rights is 
actually mostly the sexual fetish of predatory, heterosexual men with erotic crossing-dressing 
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fantasies getting breast augmentation, but very seldom actual sex change surgeries. By losing their 
male genitals, these predators would lose desire and sexual pleasure. When failed heterosexual and 
incel men attack women, both physically and verbally by mocking, silencing, ridiculing and name 
calling such as whore, slut and taunts such as “shut the fuck up,”and “I will fuck you up,” and “I’m a 
beat your ass,”and “no man will every want you,” and “these titties are more real than you would 
ever be, bitch;” it’s not a civil rights movement, its misogyny.  

Peter Principle: Promoted beyond one’s natural ability, ‘deep state’ bureaucrats have been 
outsourcing policy to so-called lobbying experts in various fields; gender, gay rights, trans rights, 
race rights, indigenous rights. Stonewall U.K. charity was more than happy to write policy with their 
skewed political agenda as self-appointed representatives of the “LGBTQAI+” community and were 
happy to provide diversity consultants. Thus public policy became private corporate policy and thus 
institutionally capturing them into this ideology. This willing indoctrination has permeated the U.K. 
Metropolitan Police force, educational institutions, corporate boards and human resources, all 
petrified of being labeled prejudiced, cancelled or demonetize for speaking out against this cult. The 
“Kool Aid” is being provided by Stonewall U.K. and other “LGBTQAI+” lobby groups. 

Permanent Patient: The complicity of the medical and pharmaceutical industry is a blatant cash-
cowing. These are very lucrative new markets. Experimenting and creating synthetic human beings 
by preying on naive youth with lies about this “perfect pill” which will cure their childish body angst, 
but actually turn them into permanent medical patients and life-long pharmaceutical clients. We are 
essentially losing complete generations. Sexualizing them and sterilizing them. 

The Cure: The solution is firstly, non-compliance, and secondly, fight back legally with all we can 
muster. Stop using woke gender-speak. Use correct language. Sex, not gender. Transsexual, not 
transgender. Heterosexual, homosexual, bisexual, not any of the plethora of fabricated genders and 
sexualities. When we are demanded to use preferred pronouns simply reply, “I prefer not to use 
your preferred pronouns. I’m an adult human male/female. I don’t fantasy role play.” 

Maybe then, we will start righting this sick, social ‘ship’ back to even keel. 

Gerre Heron  
LGB Patriots organization. 
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